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Abstract 

Multi-energy systems (MES) whereby electricity, heat, cooling, fuels, transport, and so on 

optimally interact with each other at various levels (for instance, within a district, city or 

region) represent an important opportunity to increase technical, economic and environmental 

performance relative to “classical” energy systems whose sectors are treated “separately” or 

“independently”. This performance improvement can take place at both the operational and 

the planning stage. While such systems and in particular systems with distributed generation 

of multiple energy vectors (distributed multi-generation - DMG) can be a key option to 

decarbonise the energy sector, the approaches needed to model and relevant tools to analyze 

them are often of great complexity. Likewise, it is not straightforward to identify 

performance metrics that are capable to properly capture costs and benefits that are relating to 

various types of MES according to different criteria. The aim of this invited paper is thus to 

provide the reader with a comprehensive and critical overview of the latest models and 

assessment techniques that are currently available to analyse MES and in particular DMG 

systems, including for instance concepts such as energy hubs, microgrids, and virtual power 

plants, as well as various approaches and criteria for energy, environmental, and techno-

economic assessment. 
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1. Introduction 

 

There are significant efforts worldwide at multiple levels, from research to policy initiatives, 

to support the integration of renewable electricity resources into the power system and 

particularly by deploying innovative concepts such as the Smart Grid. However, meeting 

challenging environmental targets and guaranteeing secure and affordable energy to present 

and future generations require clear strategies addressing all energy sectors, and not only 

electricity [1]. These refer in particular to heating and cooling as well as transport, which (i) 

represent major contributions to energy consumption, greenhouse gas emissions and local 

pollution; (ii) rely massively on fossil primary energy in most countries; and (iii) are arguably 

harder to decarbonise than electricity.  

Traditionally, energy sectors have been de-coupled from both operational and planning 

viewpoints, whereas tight interactions have always taken place and are increasing. For 

instance, electricity, heat/cooling and gas networks interact in many cases through various 

distributed technologies such as combined heat and power (CHP), electric heat pumps 

(EHPs), air conditioning devices, trigeneration of electricity heat and cooling, and so on 

[2][3]. Similarly, interactions between electricity, the fuel chain, and the transport sector are 

more and more envisaged or already taking place by means of electric vehicles (EV) and bio-

fuels and hydrogen based transport [4]. In this outlook, a key aspect to evolve towards a 

cleaner and affordable energy system is to better understand and develop integrated or multi-

energy systems (MES), whereby electricity, heat, cooling, fuels, transport, and so on optimally 

interact with each other at various levels (for instance, within a district, or a city, or at a 

country level). Electrification of heating and transport and the need to support it through 

Smart Grid options [5] and in case development of suitable distributed energy markets [6] are 

a tangible example of the need for developing a MES framework.  

Multi-energy systems can feature better technical, economic and environmental performance 

relative to “classical” independent or separate energy systems and at both the operational and 

the planning stage, and this is now being recognized by a wealth of research being performed 

on related topics. However, most research focuses on specific points, and there is lack of a 

comprehensive view on MES as such. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to bring together 

some the most recent works carried out on MES and to provide a holistic overview of the 

issues that are associated with them, with focus on the increasingly important case of 

distributed multi-generation (DMG) of different energy vectors. In particular, specific 

objectives of this work refer to critically discussing concepts, approaches, and analysis tools 

that have been proposed to deal with multi-energy systems, as well as evaluation 

methodologies and performance metrics that are capable to properly capture costs and 

benefits (from an energy, environmental, and techno-economic perspective) that are relating 

to various types of MES. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an introduction to multi-energy systems, 

outlining various analysis perspectives and general research directions. Section 3 critically 

analyzes modelling approaches that have been adopted to model MES, including aggregation 

concepts that are becoming increasingly important given the distributed nature of most MES, 

and describes some well known tools that are available for MES operational and planning 

simulation and optimization. Section 4 illustrates and discusses the major appraisal 

methodologies and performance assessment criteria that have been presented in the literature, 

taking the energy, environmental and techno-economic viewpoints as the leitmotif for the 

analysis. Section 5 contains the concluding remarks.  
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2. What is a multi-energy system 

 

2.1. General aspects 

Arguably, all energy systems are truly “multi-energy” from a physical perspective, in the 

sense that multiple energy vectors and sectors interact at different levels, from demand to 

generation, in case facilitated by networks. Hence, for the purposes of this work the concept 

of “multi-energy” rather refers to considering a whole-system approach to optimization and 

evaluation of the specific case under study (for instance, a building or a country). In 

particular, the analysis approach refers to explicitly expanding the system boundary beyond 

one specific sector of interest (for instance, beyond electricity only or beyond heat only, as 

typical study cases). Doing so allows bringing a new perspective in energy system analysis, 

particularly in the light of reducing the environmental burden of energy services subject to 

economic constraints as well as comfort level constraints. In fact, amongst the other benefits 

MES can play a key role to: 

 Increase the conversion efficiency and utilization of primary energy sources, for 

instance, through DMG; 

 Foster the optimal deployment of both centralized and decentralized resources at a 

system level through optimal market interaction, for instance by allowing small-scale 

heat-buffered CHP systems to respond to volatile electricity market prices in a wind-rich 

energy system; 

 Increase the energy system flexibility, for instance by allowing thermal loads supplied by 

electricity (such as for EHPs), which intrinsically feature storage characteristics (e.g., 

through the thermal inertia embedded in the building fabric), to participate in power 

system balancing by providing frequency response and reserve; or by exploiting flexible 

storage systems available in EV to support wind integration while providing clean fuel 

for transportation. 

 

Following these lines, the Smart Grid conceptualization can be extended beyond electricity 

only [7], and indeed inclusion of other energy vectors and services within this framework is 

gaining interest in the form of the concepts of Smart Communities and Smart Cities, as 

discussed below. More specifically, four streams of categorization will be followed to 

highlight the manifold perspectives and complexity that typically characterize MES, namely: 

 The spatial perspective, whereby it is pointed out how MES can be intended at different 

levels of aggregation in terms of components or even just conceptually. These 

aggregation levels may go from buildings (where for instance various types of equipment 

producing different energy vectors interact with each other) to districts (including the 

crucially important cases of district energy systems) and finally to regions and even 

countries. 

 The multi-service perspective, whereby the focus is on the provision of multiple services 

or “outputs” (from various types of energy services to the transportation sector) by 

optimal integration of energy vectors particularly at the supply level. The case of 

combined production of multiple energy carriers is a particularly relevant case. 

 The multi-fuel perspective, whereby it is highlighted how different types of fuels, ranging 

from “classical” natural gas to biomasses and Renewable Energy Sources (RES) for both 

electrical and thermal energy, can be integrated together for optimal supply (typically for 

both economic and environmental purposes) of the multi-service demand in a MES. 

 The network perspective, whereby the critical role of energy networks (for electricity, 

gas, district heating and cooling, hydrogen, and so on) is discussed, particularly in terms 

of facilitating the development of multi-energy technologies and their interaction to 

minimize system cost and maximize environmental performance. 
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Obviously, such categorization is just a conventional one with the aim to facilitate the 

overview of various types of MES, as it is not easy to schematize the multiple features of a 

MES. In fact, as it will emerge from the discussion, there may be significant overlapping 

among the different categories, which further points out the complexity as well as importance 

of the topic under discussion. 

 

2.2. The spatial perspective: from buildings to regions 

From a spatial perspective, the concept of MES can be seen at various levels which can 

ideally go from individual dwellings to regions or countries. This is exemplified in Figure 1, 

showing how multiple energy vectors can be relevant to buildings, districts, and so on. For 

instance, at the building level natural gas and electricity can be the input to different pieces of 

equipment such as boilers, EHP, chillers, micro-CHP, and so on, for production of electricity, 

heat and cooling, and such equipment can be optimally coordinated for various purposes. 

Buildings can then also interact at the district level, for instance in typical district energy 

systems where networks are used to interface local generation such as from CHP or EHP and 

distribute energy vectors such as heat in DH. Districts can be aggregated and optimised as a 

next step to city and then region levels, at which point other energy vectors and services too 

may “enter the game”, such as for instance for delivery of transport sectors. In any case, apart 

from the complexity and the systematic analysis of the possible options (which is outside the 

scope of this work), the key point is that a MES can be seen and therefore modelled at 

various geographical levels depending on the purpose of the study, as discussed in the sequel. 

In particular, while many techniques may be applied to all levels (for instance, optimization 

approaches based on economic assessment only), others require specific consideration for the 

geographical perspective (for instance, to take into account the presence of network 

constraints). More insights on aggregation concepts are provided in Section 3.1. 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the spatial perspective concept. 

 

 

An example of the smaller “block” in a MES, namely, a building-level MES, is for instance 

reported in [8], where an energy hub model [9] approach (see also Section 3.1.2) is proposed 

to describe the coupling of supply and demand in a synthetic way for design purposes aimed 

at minimising amongst others investment or life cycle costs. 

Scaling it up from the individual building to the next spatial aggregation stage, various works 

have been proposed to deal with operational and planning analysis of district-level and city-

level MES. In fact, multi-energy applications are particularly relevant in urban areas owing to 

availability and high density (which is typically one of the main drivers for cost 

effectiveness) of different energy loads (in case aggregated through district energy networks) 

as well as to the presence of developed network infrastructure for energy “inputs”, 

particularly gas and electricity. In this respect, pioneering work on comprehensive assessment 

of electricity and heat supply options was carried out by Horlock in his milestone book on 

cogeneration [10]; in particular, various CHP supply options and district heating (DH) 

scheme are analysed from both energy/exergy and economic viewpoints, with introduction of 

specific performance indicators (still widely used today) to assess different alternatives. In 

another relatively early work on MES district analysis [11], the “deco” model was used as a 

tool for investment decision to explore potential competition and synergies of different 

technologies to supply heat and electricity demand in a municipality, while increasing energy 

efficiency and integrating RES also taking into account energy taxes and various parameters. 

Similar but recent studies are performed in [12], where a district energy system for an “eco-
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town” is optimally designed by selecting the best mix of technologies that provide the MES 

end-services that are required, while decreasing CO2 emissions (up to 20% if maintaining the 

same level of costs as for business-as-usual) and guaranteeing resilience of supply. The 

optimization is performed through the specifically developed “DESDOP” tool based on 

mixed integer linear programming (MILP). Optimization for MES for model cities taking 

into account a mix of CHP systems of different sizes and electricity, gas and heat networks is 

also performed in the same research group in [13], with the aim of identifying the tradeoffs 

between limitations on CHP size and overall MES performance in urban areas and the 

consequent energy efficiency and cost penalties incurred because of planning restrictions. 

Another recent work making use of MILP models to optimize the operation and design of 

distributed cogeneration plants (taking into account both economic and environmental 

performance) connected through a heat network in a mixed residential/tertiary urban area is 

also reported in [14]. In a similar outlook, the paper [15] analyzes three MES alternatives in 

urban areas, with a mix of centralized (at district level) and decentralised (at the customer 

level) CHP options and with the aim of minimizing CO2 emissions and cost to the consumers. 

On another note, while the previous works are focused on DMG optimization, the model 

proposed in [16] for optimal planning of residential DH systems has focus on heat network 

operation control strategies; the results indicate that larger pressure drop allowance, larger 

supply/return temperature difference, and variable supply temperatures and mass flow rates 

lead to lowering total costs. With explicit incorporation of RES in the analysis, the work [17] 

explores the combination of multi-energy networks with RES to improve the sustainability of 

urban areas, deploying in particular the potential synergies between wind and DH in heat-

dominated and between PV and trigeneration in cooling-dominated urban demand scenarios. 

Relevant to and including MES applications, comprehensive reviews of urban energy system 

models can be found in [18][19].  

Moving one spatial step up from the city to the regional level, reference [20] develops a 

bottom-up MES linear programming model for planning purposes in the presence of 

renewable and environmental constraints, including optimal utilization of biomasses, waste, 

and by-products as well as integration with CHP industrial facilities and combined cycle 

power plants. An example of integration of energy resources at the regional level is also 

provided in [21], where a heat market based on DH networks is created which allows system 

level economic and environmental benefits to be properly allocated to the different actors. A 

comprehensive model of regional MES with multi-generation facilities and also including 

transport is discussed in [22], where ethanol is produced in Swedish regions for transportation 

purposes together with biogas, electricity, and heat from cereal straws; as a key result of the 

study, integration of transport-aimed ethanol production in CHP facilities could lead to a 

decrease in transportation costs by some 30%. 

 

2.3. The multi-service perspective: from distributed multi-generation to transport 

Different energy vectors can be integrated together for provision of multiple services in the 

MES framework, ranging from “classical” electricity and heat to hydrogen as well as 

transport. This concept is schematically illustrated in Figure 2, where the focus is on the 

multiple outputs or integrated services that a MES can provide. In particular, the possibility 

of integrating the production of multiple services opens the way to improving system 

performance from techno-economic, energy and environmental perspectives, for instance 

owing to the possibility of recovering otherwise wasted heat from CHP to supply local 

thermal demand or cooling demand (through absorption chillers in the latter case).  

In this context, in fact, significantly important and widespread cases of MES are the ones 

based on multi- or poly-generation, which can be defined as the combined production of 

multiple energy vectors (e.g., electricity, heat, and cooling), from a unique source of fuel. In 
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particular, distributed multi-generation refers to the concept of multi-generation units of 

relatively small scale (indicatively under 50 MWe) interacting with each other and with the 

“external world” through different forms of energy networks (see also Section 2.5), such as 

electricity, heat, gas, hydrogen, and so on [2][3]. As extensively discussed further below and 

in particular in Section 4, multi-generation has the potential to bring significant economic, 

energy and environmental benefits relative to the “conventional” separate production of the 

same energy vectors.  

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the multi-service perspective concept. 

 

The simplest form of multi-generation plant is cogeneration or CHP, which is 

comprehensively analysed from an economic and energy/exergy perspective in [10], as 

already mentioned.  

The “natural” extension of cogeneration is trigeneration or Combined Cooling Heat and 

Power (CCHP), for which comprehensive energy and environmental assessment is discussed 

in [3]. A review of typical trigeneration applications is reported in [23], while reference [24] 

focuses on micro-applications. In particular, in the “classical” trigeneration case, absorption 

chillers are coupled to a CHP plant to produce cooling, so making up for potential lack of 

thermal demand in the summertime when cooling might be required instead (seasonal 

trigeneration). Year-round trigeneration applications are also widespread in supermarkets, 

hotels, offices, and so on. A generalization of the concept of trigeneration beyond absorption 

chillers in a MES context is put forward in [3], where various solutions to deliver electricity, 

heat and cooling (including reversible heat pumps, gas-fired absorption chillers, engine 

driven chillers, and so on) are analysed in detail. In this respect, an example of trigeneration 

scheme with CHP and engine-driven compression chillers is reported in Figure 3, while a 

more complex schemes entailing both absorption chiller and reversible EHP and illustrating 

both local load supply and external network interactions is shown in Figure 4.   
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Figure 3. Example of DMG system for trigeneration of electricity, heat and cooling. 

 

 
Figure 4. Example of DMG system for trigeneration of electricity, heat and cooling 

and local and network interactions. 

 

 

The further extension to the most general polygeneration case (including for instance 

hydrogen, chemicals, water, and so on) and relevant network interactions is extensively 

discussed in [2][3]. The overall benefits of increasing the utilization of natural resources and 

decreasing the environmental impact through process integration and DMG are further 

stressed in [25], with specific examples of polygeneration of sugar and energy in a sugar cane 

factory, gas-based DMG with district heating and cooling, and polygeneration of water and 

energy. Several schemes and technological options for combined production of electricity, 

heat/steam, cooling and water are presented in [26], with focus on the agro-food industry. 

Another example of flexible polygeneration of electricity, heat, and water, with process 

integration of the cogenerated heat and electricity with water production (from seawater 

desalination) through multi-stage flash/reverse osmosis is illustrated in [27]. Multi-generation 

and process integration is discussed in [28] too with regard to bioethanol production from 

biogas. A DMG plant based on a gas-fired fuel cell for combined production of electricity, 

heat and hydrogen, is presented in [29], with results showing potential competitiveness under 

certain spark-spread conditions for hydrogen production (owing to multi-generation) relative 

to alternative options such as natural gas reforming or electrolysis. Recent work on biomass-
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based multi-generation with production of hydrogen is also reported in [30], where the 

significant environmental benefits of multi-generation compared to both power-only and 

CHP cycles are pointed out. The efforts on decarbonising the transport sector are becoming 

increasingly important in recent years, and the need to incorporate transport into a MES 

thinking and analysis framework has recently been discussed in a number of studies (see for 

instance [31]). Discussions on transport in a MES context are also relevant to the interaction 

with hydrogen as an energy vector (with excellent characteristics of transportability, like 

electricity, and storability, differently from electricity) as well as fuel. In this respect, a 

comprehensive analysis of the synergies and interactions between electricity and hydrogen at 

the system level, with critical applications to transport, is available in [4], where a number of 

options for coproduction and inter-conversion of H2 and electricity within an overall MES are 

highlighted. Again at the system level, the increasing interaction between electricity and 

transport but from a more “power system” perspective is illustrated in [32], with presentation 

of a conceptual framework for electrification of transport which covers power system 

technical aspects as well as electricity markets. Focusing on the production of clean fuel for 

transportation at the regional level, [22] MES case studies for production of electricity and 

heat as well as ethanol and biogas for transportation from local cereal straws are analysed, 

with results showing the benefits of integrating ethanol with CHP systems, as already 

mentioned.  
 

2.4. The multi-fuel perspective: from waste to wind 

In a MES context, the interactions with the “external” world and most noticeably the multiple 

fuels that can be used as an input to the system boundary play a key role. In fact, as also 

further discussed in Section 3.1.2, an effective way to look at a MES is to consider its 

external interactions through an input-output equivalent model, and the system inputs are 

particularly important in terms of economic and environmental analysis because represent the 

interactions with the incumbent “external world”. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 

5, showing some of the possible energy vector inputs to a MES which eventually could be 

present at the same time (also depending on the system boundary considered, as from Section 

2.2).  

 

 
 

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the multi-fuel perspective concept. 
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Besides classical interactions with electricity and gas network and markets, from the multi-

fuel perspective of increasing interest for MES is the optimal management of waste in a 

system context. This is well argued for instance in [33], where the energy system analysis 

model “Balmorel” is used for cost optimization case studies in Germany and Nordic countries 

which highlight the crucial role played by CHP. For more details on waste-to-energy 

technologies, the reader can also refer to the comprehensive analysis shown in [34], where 

different performance techniques are illustrated to provide a like-for-like comparison among 

technologies.  

Also relevant is the increasing use of biomasses to power district energy systems. In this 

respect, in [35] full biomass supply chain models are presented, with a formulation which is 

consistent with the MES network planning modelling of electricity, heat and gas 

infrastructure which is carried out through the “eTransport” planning tool (see also Section 

3.2).  

Of even higher interest in recent years is the interaction between “conventional” fossil fuel-

based MES and renewables. For instance, a good review of CHP technologies powered by 

RES can be found in [36], which analyses the technical, economic, and environmental 

performance of different options to maintain the general structure of current energy systems 

with widespread use of CHP but by using renewable fuels as opposed to fossil ones. Directly 

related to this issue is the role of district energy systems and particularly DH [37] with 

increasing penetration of RES, with arguments that district energy systems will still be able to 

play a key role in the future, particularly in high density urban areas and with technological 

shift towards large scale EHPs powered by renewable electricity, centralised thermal 

renewables, and biofuel-based DMG, in case supported by thermal storage [38][39]. This 

shift would most probably occur through intermediate steps seeing an overlapping of 

traditional fossil-based DMG technologies and RES. In this regard, [40] discusses a model 

for optimal selection and sizing of a polygeneration plant for electricity, heat, cooling, and 

fresh water production which is fuelled by natural gas, gasified biomass, and solar power. 

The multi-criteria analysis for economic and environmental performance confirms how under 

the current framework technologies that are based on natural gas only are most profitable, 

while increase of RES is needed to enhance the energy and emission savings. From this point 

of view, a hybrid trigeneration-PV system for small scale applications is also analysed in 

[41], showing the environmental benefits of coordination between CHP and PV to increase 

PV penetration and then of coupling absorption chillers for optimal utilization of wasted heat 

for cooling purposes. A DH multi-fuel application with RES, including CHP and thermal 

storage coupled in this case to a large centralized thermal solar plant, has recently been 

discussed in [42], where it is highlighted how the presence of the solar plant allow reaching 

both environmental and economic optimization goals in a multi-objective problem. 

A different perspective of the relationship between energy inputs (and RES in particular) and 

MES can be seen in terms of demand and supply “balancing” provision. In fact, renewable 

electricity sources such as wind and PV exhibit high geographical and temporal variability, 

which requires additional flexible resources (at higher costs) for power system integration 

compared to conventional thermal power plants whose output can be more easily forecasted, 

scheduled, and controlled [43]. In this outlook, MES thinking can facilitate renewable 

integration by considering the flexibility available from transforming electricity into thermal 

[44][45] or transport [46][47][48] energy, or by considering the flexibility that can be 

provided by CHP plants buffered by thermal storage [49][50][51][52]. Such an approach is 

consistent with the utilization of RES for district energy systems, and requires aggregation 

and control concepts such as Microgrids and Virtual Power Plants (VPPs) that will be 

discussed in Section 3.1.  
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2.5. The network perspective: from electricity to CO2  

Realization of MES requires interconnections among various multi-energy plant components, 

multi-energy plants, or smaller multi-energy systems, depending on the boundaries and on the 

system size under study, as also discussed in Section 2.2. Interconnections take place through 

energy networks that carry different vectors, such as electricity, gas, heat at different enthalpy 

levels (for instance, steam or hot water), cooling, and so on. Energy networks can thus enable 

optimal management of multi-energy resource portfolios on the one hand, and introduce 

further complexity in the system operational and planning analysis on the other hand, for 

instance relevant to what energy network type is most appropriate in a given MES context.  

An illustrative schematic is shown in Figure 6, highlighting the role of energy networks in 

facilitating possible interactions between MES as well as between MES and external 

networks, which go to sum up to local inputs that may be for instance based on RES (PV, 

solar thermal, and so forth) or storable fuels (such as biomasses). 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the network perspective concept. 

 

 

Based on the above premises, network studies in the context of enabling optimal MES are 

performed in [53], where a Geographical Information System in integrated with a MES 

planning model in order to identify the best multi-energy conversion and distribution network 

options within urban areas; here the specific objective is to increase the overall energy 

efficiency performance and the utilization of local RES. In the same light, a systematic 

planning analysis comparing natural gas-based and DH-based district energy systems, 

including detailed techno-economic network aspects, is performed in [54] to identify under 
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which conditions a solution should be preferred to the other. Potential synergies and 

competition between electricity and heat networks are on the other hand discussed by the 

author in [55], pointing out the main drivers in assessing the techno-economic performance of 

different networks to inform MES planning. In a similar perspective, the impact on the 

electrical low voltage network from electro-thermal technologies such as EHPs and micro-

CHP systems is analysed in [56], where the complementarity between the two technologies to 

decrease network impact is highlighted. Interesting studies more oriented on the physical 

aspects of district energy networks are also conducted in [57], where the feasibility of 

substituting water with CO2 as the network energy carrier for heat, cold and hot water is 

analysed, showing exergy and cost benefits for the proposed CO2 network.  

A general theoretical framework (discussed further in Section 3.1.2) for studying MES 

including multi-carrier energy networks and their specific physical characteristics is proposed 

in [9] on the basis of the energy hub concept. Within the same energy hub modelling context, 

a comprehensive model for transmission of integrated multiple carriers within a same 

physical system and corridor (potentially including electricity, gas, heat, cooling, hydrogen, 

liquid hydrocarbons, compressed air, and so on) is discussed in [58], suggesting that the most 

promising applications of such a multi-energy interconnector could be relevant to 

transporting some tens of MW of electric and chemical power over some tens of km (hence, 

at a medium voltage level in terms of electrical network). A relevant analysis framework is 

also developed in [59], where integrated planning of a MES is carried out in terms of costs 

and risks through the mean-variance portfolio theory and is applied to generation and 

transmission by including the possibility of conversion of multiple energy carriers at different 

levels of the energy chain. 
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3. Multi-energy system modelling approaches, aggregation concepts, and tools 

 

3.1. Modelling and aggregation concepts 

 

3.1.1. General aspects 

The variety of potential MES types that can be envisaged and the complexity of the relevant 

issues for their operational and planning optimization call for the use and development of 

advanced modelling techniques and tools. In particular, there is a simultaneous need for 

modelling the complexity of the multi-energy interactions taking place “inside” the MES as 

well as for capturing the main aspects and parameters of the interactions with the “outside” 

world. In this respect, it is recognised that DMG and multi-energy loads that have been 

traditionally considered as “passive” by power system operators need to be incorporated into 

the power system operation in order to deliver a more sustainable energy system at minimum 

cost. Given the small- and even micro-scale level of many DMG systems (for instance, 

micro-CHP generators installed in individual houses), a number of general aggregation 

concepts have been put forward for integration of distributed energy resources into power 

system operation and planning [60], most noticeably, Microgrids [61] and virtual power 

plants (VPP) [62][63]. Many of these concepts can be applied in particular to multi-energy 

systems too, while on the other hand the already mentioned “energy hub” concept [9][64] has 

been specifically developed to model from a technical perspective generic MES. The 

importance of such aggregation concepts from an economic perspective is highlighted in 

[62], pointing out to the need for moving beyond the conventional approach of building up 

large-scale power plants with regulated rate of return and to the challenge of creating new 

business models for these innovative distributed systems. 

 

3.1.2. Energy hubs and input-output models 

The idea of input-output relationships to provide synthetic information and optimization basis 

to complex system dates back to the milestone work of Leontief on economics [65].  

In a MES context, the energy hub framework was introduced in [9][66] for analysing multi-

energy conversion from an input-output perspective and for modelling the interactions among 

hubs through different energy vectors and networks. Further discussions are provided in [67] 

in terms of energy hub aggregation modelling throughout the whole system chain, from 

production to consumption, while [68] focuses on the production side and in particular the 

concept of multi-source multi-products energy systems, including chemicals beyond more 

“traditional” energy vectors such as gas, electricity, and heat. An example of energy hub with 

inclusion of hydrogen networks is provided in [69], while in [70] it is shown how EV can 

also be included in the general energy hub framework and how synergies between CHP, 

controllable loads, and electric transport can be optimally deployed to provide power system 

services in a MES context. Related to the issues discussed in Section 2.2, while most papers 

on energy hubs focus on theoretical applications to district or regional energy systems, an 

interesting example of building-level energy hub is provided in [8], where it is shown how 

this concept can also be used to aggregate individual pieces of equipment on a small-scale. 

The black-box modelling framework developed in [3] for DMG systems is consistent with the 

energy hub model, and an algorithm to automatically aggregate any energy hub component 

and plant in a MES was developed in [71] and exemplified through hierarchical aggregation 

of multi-energy components to make up and optimize the operation of a CCHP system. Also, 

similar to the energy hub model, a comprehensive approach with optimization of the multi-

energy plant components and the superstructure that describes the input-output connections 

over these components was proposed in [72] and solved as a large-scale MILP problem 

through decomposition techniques. In particular, with respect to the energy hub model, this 
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concept has the advantage of being mathematically treatable in an easier way (see also the 

discussion in Section 3.1.5). Following up on [72] and similarly to [71], the reference [73] 

has recently proposed an automated process to describe the plant superstructure through a 

connection matrix, from which the optimal plant configuration and component mix is 

derived, also taking into account multiple redundant units and for application to both 

Greenfield and Brownfield
1
 designs of trigeneration systems.  

 

3.1.3. Microgrids  

A Microgrid can be interpreted as a low voltage or medium voltage distribution system with 

various distributed energy resources (distributed generation, storage, and controllable loads), 

which is controlled in a coordinated way and can in case operate in islanded mode 

(particularly to guarantee a certain level of power quality and reliability in the case of failure 

of the grid mains) [74][61]. Specific cases of Microgrids designed to operate in islanded 

mode may also occur, for instance in scarcely electrified areas such as in developing 

countries. Microgrids have grown in the last years as a powerful aggregation concept to 

integrate distributed energy resources and also recently including EVs [75]. The control 

architecture is based on a central controller that schedules the Microgrid resources in a 

coordinated way according to predefined objective functions while guaranteeing that internal 

network constraints are not breached [76] or by making use of automatic iterative feedback 

signals that also allow for the setup of distributed markets [77]. In a MES context, advanced 

control strategies based on model predictive control have been applied in [78], where a 

Microgrid including CHP and EHP is operated and designed taking into account different 

aggregation levels, namely, local level, multiple buildings, and the power grid. Extension of 

electricity-only Microgrids to MES is also being discussed in a few recent publications in 

order to capture the benefits that a multi-energy focus might bring from an environmental 

perspective. For instance, Microgrids with trigeneration applications are optimally designed 

and operated at a building-level in [79]. Microgrids for supply of electricity and heat loads 

are also discussed in [80], where after a review of the main relevant models and research 

challenges a specific polygeneration Microgrid installed at the University of Genoa and used 

as a test-bed facility is presented. In fact, an idea of increasing interest is to deploy the heat 

rejected from small scale thermal generators to supply local communities so as to create 

district energy Microgrids with DMG and controllable multi-energy loads. In this respect, a 

set of studies [81][82][83][84] have been performed for optimal sizing (through particle 

swarm optimization) and management (through fuzzy logic control techniques) of a 

Microgrid for remote areas, including RES and polygeneration of electricity, space heating 

and cooling, potable water from desalination, and hydrogen for transport (the latter two also 

functioning for seasonal storage purposes). A relevant tool for optimal operation and design 

of polygeneration Microgrids, based on MILP, has recently been illustrated in [85][86], 

whereby the electricity, heat and cooling demand of a cluster of buildings can be optimally 

satisfied taking into account power grid exchanges, tariff structure, and normative constraints. 

As well argued in those papers, such flexible tools prove to be of increasing importance in 

MES applications, particularly to consider the robustness of optimal operation and design 

variables to changing boundary conditions such as market prices or regulatory environment.  

 

3.1.4. Virtual power plants 

The FENIX project [87] has defined the VPP concept as a flexible aggregation of distributed 

energy resources that are coordinated in an optimal way, are capable to play in the energy 

market, and offer services in the same way as conventional large-scale power plants. The 
                                                           
1
 By “Greenfield” and “Brownfield” it is meant here a new project and an upgrade of an existing project, 

respectively. 
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definition also considers a Commercial VPP (with economic focus only and no need for 

specific geographical proximity of the aggregated resources) and a Technical VPP (where the 

VPP aggregated resources are geographically close and their coordinated control also 

considers electrical network constraints, differently from the Commercial VPP). While the 

original focus is on electrical resources, it is beneficial to extend the concept to considering 

MES and deploy the synergies between electricity and other energy vectors (above all heat) 

particularly for system balancing purposes in the presence of fluctuating RES, as already 

mentioned earlier. In this respect, in [88] an equivalent VPP model for cogeneration from 

combination of CHP and EHP is presented, highlighting the flexibility to supply the multi-

energy load as well as enhanced energy saving and emission reduction potential. A schematic 

illustration of such a concept is shown in Figure 7. In the same light, the value of thermal 

storage in providing system flexibility in a MES is analysed in [89], where a cluster of CHP 

plants are optimally controlled in a VPP configuration through a MILP model. The potential 

for providing balancing resources to the power system through multi-energy VPP in district 

energy systems is discussed too in [90], with focus on the role of such schemes in a future 

dominated by renewables. In a similar context of provision of power system services, a multi-

energy VPP model with demand-side resources only is presented in [91], where heat pumps, 

electric vehicles, and electrolyzers are aggregated to participate in the provision of spinning 

reserve, showing benefits in terms of increased techno-economic efficiency of the overall 

power system, reduction of operational costs and emissions, and integration of additional 

volumes of RES. Recent contribution from the author in the outlook of power system services 

from multi-energy systems aggregated in an equivalent VPP configuration is also shown in 

[92] and [93], where the novel concept of multi-energy price arbitrage is explored for the 

provision of demand response and ancillary services, respectively. Similarly, VPP models in 

a MES context with focus on the role of gas are discussed in [51], where the synergies 

between electricity and gas to produce electricity and heat are optimally exploited through 

local market-driven optimization of micro-CHP plants and hybrid electricity-gas heat pumps. 

Recognizing in an analogue way the importance of aggregation concepts from a market and 

commercial standpoint, an analysis of the economics, business cases, and policy framework 

to support development of distributed fuel cells is presented in [94], where it is also shown 

that the VPP coordination could lead to a more stable operation of the individual plants. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Schematic example of multi-energy VPP plant based on CHP and EHP. 
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3.1.5. Discussion on MES aggregation models  

Although the focus of the energy hub concept is on modelling the MES internal and external 

energy flows, it can be regarded as a general case of aggregation model of MES. In 

particular, it is suitable for modelling of distributed MES with inclusion of network 

constraints and has proven itself to be flexible for manifold applications. However, its 

mathematical tractability may be complicated as the model formulation itself, based on the 

concept of “aggregating” energy flows within a synthetic matrix representation, is 

intrinsically nonlinear due to the multiplication of decision variables. In order to deal with 

this drawback, the work [95] has proposed to “disaggregate” energy flows, leading to a more 

treatable problem and in case linear models. However, while it is arguable that such an 

approach still maintains the energy hub “philosophy” (in the sense that equation aggregation 

is the main core of the model, allowing the synthetic generalization of the Karush-Kuhn-

Tucker conditions from the electrical-only optimal power flow problem to the multi-carrier 

domain [9]), linearization of the physical behaviour of networks such as the gas one may lead 

to large errors. In any case, this is a general issue that applies to all models trying to linearise 

nonlinear network behaviours. If problem linearization is accepted, the energy hub 

formulation is an elegant way to describe energy flows in a synthetic way, and other 

aggregation concepts such as input-output representations, Microgrids, and VPP can all be 

modelled through it. 

The Microgrid concept has been widely used in the last years also because it reflects real 

world implementations in low and medium voltage distribution networks, with a central 

controller of the distributed energy resources typically located at the electrical substation 

level. The main characteristic and benefit of the approach is to take network constraints into 

account so that the feasibility of various control options is technically validated too. 

However, the extension of MES case is in most cases limited to considering provision of heat 

from local CHP generators and in case cooling from absorption chillers, but without a real 

“MES thinking”. From this perspective, there is certainly room for research into “multi-

energy Microgrids”, whereby the synergy between electricity and other energy vectors (and 

in particular the control flexibility that other energy vectors can provide [93]) can be captured 

even if the focus of the study and the application is on the electrical network. 

The main characteristic of the VPP approach is to “emulate” the behaviour of centralised 

resources and power plants in general for wholesale market participation. To some extent, the 

VPP concept appears to be more general than the Microgrid. In particular, a Microgrid can be 

interpreted as a Technical VPP (in which network constraints are taken into account), once 

the focus is on the coordinated control of the resources internal to the Microgrid and on the 

interaction with the external network/markets. Obviously, an isolated Microgrid cannot be 

interpreted as a VPP, and vice versa. The VPP concept lends itself well to multi-energy 

applications and generalization of the electricity-only domain. As discussed above, in fact, a 

few works on VPP already take into account the interactions with other energy vectors and 

particularly gas on the input side and heat on the output side, although comprehensive multi-

energy VPP models are still missing. MES applications, in particular, have focused on 

commercial VPP aspects, while network constraints and in general network issues 

(particularly for networks other than the electrical one) have been neglected. An energy hub 

model or similar input-output models could be used to merge technical and commercial 

aspects of a VPP in a MES context. 

 

3.2. Operation and planning tools for multi-energy system analysis 

Given the complexity to deal with MES, powerful simulation tools are needed for both 

operational and planning analysis and considering different objectives, including technical, 

economic, energy efficiency, and environmental aspects. Various tools have therefore been 
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developed to deal with different aspects of MES. Comprehensive reviews can be found for 

instance in [96] for regional-level tools and focus on RES integration and in [97] for 

community-level tools and focus on DMG. Below there is some example of MES tools that 

are available (mostly free of charge, although some may require to purchase an optimization 

solver). 

The “RETScreen” tool [98] is capable to support decision making relevant to MES operation 

(and planning starting from the operational studies). The tool is scenario-based and compares 

a base case against a study case, and economic as well as environmental indices are used to 

assess the performance of the proposed system relative to the reference one. Applications 

[99] range from individual buildings and district energy systems to regional applications, and 

can include a number of electricity, heat, and cooling fossil-based (including trigeneration) 

and renewable technologies as well as energy efficiency measures. Since the time step 

employed in the analysis is monthly, it is less effective for studying issues such as integration 

of RES in terms of close-to-real-time balancing as well as new technologies such as storage 

or demand response. The tool is thus more suitable for screening scenario analysis and high 

level planning before possibly resorting to more advanced operational tool such as the ones 

below. 

The MES analysis model “EnergyPLAN” [100] is discussed in a number of papers and for 

instance in [101] with regard to studying the integration of wind power in the Danish systems 

(to optimally interact with CHP plants) and to inform national energy planning strategies, 

with focus on economics, markets, and consequent regulatory aspects. The tool is being 

developed since 1999 and takes into account electricity, heat, and transport supply options on 

a national/regional level, with deterministic hourly operational optimization (based on 

heuristic rules) performed over a one year window. The various studies that have been carried 

out with this tool include modelling of national energy systems [102] and smaller regions 

such as cities [103] amongst the others. EnergyPLAN is an operational optimization tool and 

investment planning needs to be performed starting from the annual operational results. 

Treatment of complex aspects such as involving the role of distributed storage at the system 

level may be difficult, also because the tool does not model network constraints. 

While the above models are suitable for optimal operational analysis, “DER-CAM” is a tool 

suitable for design analysis of polygeneration Microgrids [79]. The model is capable to select 

the best technologies and then simulate optimal operational patterns (on an hourly or even 

finer basis) to supply the electricity, heat, and cooling requirements of a Microgrid given 

certain economic and price conditions. The model uses a MILP approach for optimization, 

and can be used for both operation and planning analysis of Microgrids (and community-

level MES in general) from an economic as well as environmental point of view [104]. 

Differently from the previous tools that focus on an equivalent single bus bar model of the 

energy system, “eTransport” [105] is suitable for optimal investment planning in local energy 

supply systems for both supply technologies as well as energy networks. In particular, the 

tool is capable to model geographical and topological (“where”) characteristics of the multi-

carrier energy system, as well as investment timing (“when”), as key features of the 

investment analysis besides “typical” techno-economic characteristics of different planning 

options. The model optimizes the life cycle cost of supplying given energy requirements in a 

certain geographical area and over a certain planning horizon (typically 20-30 years), and 

considers both optimal hourly operation for typical days as well as optimal expansion plan. 

A comparative synthesis of some of the characteristics of the tools discussed above is 

provided in Table 1. From the Table and the previous discussion, it emerges how the 

RETScreen tool may be viable for a preliminary techno-economic, environmental, and 

financial viability assessment of energy projects that do not require fine time resolution (for 

instance, balancing issues in integration of RES, storage and demand response). Input for the 
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design analysis of district energy networks are considered too. EnergyPlan is instead more 

suitable for operational analysis of alternative energy systems, whereby a mathematical cost-

based heuristic optimization is performed which allows assessment of hourly interaction 

between for instance RES and CHP. Although initially built for regional studies, the tool is 

flexible enough to model different aggregation levels. Investment analysis needs to be 

performed “offline” following up on the operational results. In contrast, the DER-CAM tool 

allows for investment analysis over the lifetime of the project, although its focus is on 

electrical Microgrids that are relatively confined from a geographically point of view. Finally, 

although eTransport is not suitable for operational studies, it is the only tool capable to 

perform optimal system expansion also explicitly including networks and considering 

network development for district/region energy systems. It can thus be used for optimal 

system design, while operational studies could be performed with other tools. 

For further and systematic reviews of relevant tools, the reader can also for instance see [18] 

for urban energy systems, [96] for RES integration, and [97] for integrated community 

energy systems.  

 

Table 1. Summary of analysis features for different MES tools. 
 RETScreen EnergyPlan DER-CAM eTransport 

Operation Yes Optimization Optimization No 

Planning  Yes No Optimization Optimization 

Network Yes No No Optimization 

Resolution Monthly Hourly Hourly/Variable Hourly 

Time scale Annual Annual Lifetime Lifetime 
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4. Evaluation methodologies and performance assessment criteria  

 

4.1. Generalities on assessment methodologies 

In addition to suitable models and simulation/optimization tools to perform MES analysis, it 

is critically important to have at disposal robust assessment methodologies and indicators that 

are capable to evaluate the energy system performance according to specific objectives, for 

instance from an economic or environmental rather than technical perspective.  

While some assessment methodologies may in case be of qualitative nature, quantitative 

metrics are fundamental to perform engineering analysis and formulate optimization 

problems for MES. Different categorization of performance indicators can refer for instance 

to different temporal horizons (e.g., from hourly to annual studies), different objectives (e.g., 

from economic to emission reduction assessments or from operational to investment studies), 

absolute or relative value (in the latter case it is crucial to select the reference energy system 

the comparison is made with), multi-objective or single-objective approaches, deterministic 

or probabilistic (with in the latter case the inputs/outputs being for instance represented by 

probability distribution functions rather than deterministic values), and so on. An analysis of 

relevant assessment criteria, approaches, and indicators that have been considered in the 

literature for MES and particularly DMG analysis is provided below with reference to energy, 

environmental, and techno-economic characteristics (the latter with consideration of both 

deterministic and probabilistic approaches). The selection of these categories is of course 

arbitrary and other approaches could have been followed. However, the rationale of the 

choice is linked to real world discussions and applications. In particular, energy indicators are 

being considered more and more from a regulatory point of view to boost the utilization of 

MES, and hence a critical analysis of them proves to be fundamental. This to some extent 

stems from classical fossil-fuel dominated energy systems. However, in a fast-changing 

energy world with increasing volumes of RES, energy indicators might not be any longer 

suitable or sufficient, and other environmental impact approaches and criteria may be needed. 

Finally, techno-economic and financial assessment of any energy system is of course always 

crucial, particularly in the presence of budget constraints and increasing uncertainties on 

energy prices, demand levels and patterns, technologies, and so on. In addition, the merge of 

economic considerations with energy and environmental ones is becoming common practice, 

which justifies the focus on these aspects as categorised below. 

 

4.2. Energy assessment criteria  

Base indicators at an individual component level for energy efficiency characterization are 

typically relating to the input-output efficiency definitions such as electrical and thermal 

efficiencies in CHP plants, thermal efficiency in boilers, Coefficient of Performance (COP) 

for electric, absorption/adsorption, and mechanical heat pumps as well as chillers, and so on 

[3][106]. Such input-output indicators can be evaluated on the basis of different time 

resolutions, from minutes (addressing power-like issues) to a whole year or even the whole 

lifetime (addressing the time-integral performance of the component under consideration). 

Such indicators can then be generalized to an entire plant or system, for instance considering 

the energy first-law energy performance of a cogeneration plant [10] or of a trigeneration 

system for electricity, heat and cooling [3]Error! Reference source not found.. However, such 

“absolute” efficiency indicators may be not sufficient or even adequate to provide enough 

information with respect to the role and performance of the MES in an overall energy system 

level context because lacking of comparative terms.  

Most indicators used for regulatory purposes are therefore based on “relative” energy 

efficiency indicators that assess the MES system performance compared to a reference case. 

In the case of cogeneration, for instance, one of the most used indicators is the Fuel Energy 
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Saving Ratio (FESR), defined and discussed in [10] for a number of practical cases. The 

FESR indicates the primary energy saving that a CHP system can bring with respect to the 

“separate production” of electricity and heat in reference production technologies, namely, 

electricity in conventional power plants and heat in fuel boilers (or EHPs, in case). The FESR 

and similar types of indicators and relevant pitfalls when used for applications in regulatory 

contexts in different countries are for instance extensively discussed in [107], and the paper 

[108] has recently carried out a comprehensive analysis of the requirements to comply with 

the cogeneration directives and guidelines of the European Union. The FESR is also known 

as Primary Energy Saving (PES) and has also been discussed in [109] with various 

parametric studies. Alternative indicators relevant to energy analysis could also be exergy-

based [110]. In this respect, [111] carry out a comparison of energy-based indicators used for 

regulatory purposes of cogeneration in different countries with exergy-based ones and again 

highlight the inconsistencies that sometimes arise. As a general comment, in real applications 

for energy system assessment it can be appreciated how energy indicators are still widespread 

with respect to exergy ones, most probably because of the ease to deal with energy (which is 

eventually what is “paid” for) rather than exergy.Given the fundamental issue to understand 

the role of MES in a system context and following the same rationale as the primary energy 

saving assessment in cogeneration, generalization of the FESR indicators has been proposed 

for trigeneration plant too. In this respect, [112] discusses the primary energy rates of the 

separate production of different energy vectors (electricity in power plants, heat in boilers, 

and cooling in electric chillers) and of a trigeneration plant, and uses these rates to assess the 

potential energy saving in CCHP. A parametric analysis based on the same type of indicators 

(called “quality index”) is carried out in [113], highlighting how the energy saving in 

trigeneration changes with the recovered heat that is used for cooling. Interesting 

mathematical details of the dependence of the trigeneration fuel energy saving function with 

respect to different plant parameters are discussed in [114], while [115] discusses the overall 

primary energy saving when considering “seasonal” trigeneration (cogeneration of electricity 

and heat in winter and of mostly electricity and cooling in summer). Following the rationale 

of the previous studies, the Trigeneration Primary Energy Saving (TPES) index is defined for 

generic trigeneration systems (not only “classical” ones with absorption chillers) and its 

utilization for planning and regulatory purposes is discussed in [116], including the impact of 

relative levels of the multi-energy loads, control strategy, and reference efficiencies. Further 

generalization to generic DMG and polygeneration systems (with focus of the discussion on 

the ones fuelled on natural gas) is provided in [117], while assessment models for energy-

chemical systems are also discussed in [118]. Finally, electricity-oriented incremental 

indicators that discount the equivalent fuel input for electricity by the fuel that would have 

been used to supply the other energy outputs have been proposed for various types of DMG 

systems, including cogeneration [10], CHP-EHP [119] and CCHP [120], although limitations 

of these concepts to economic energy applications may arise, as discussed in [3]. 

 

4.3. Environmental assessment criteria 

The complexity of the environmental impact of energy [121] is such that it is not possible 

(and it is certainly outside the scope of this work) to report comprehensively on the various 

criteria that have been used and are needed for a relevant MES analysis. Focusing on 

discussion on emissions, a basic differentiation between global and local emissions for 

cogeneration systems is provided in [122][123] with reference to geographical impact. More 

specifically, in this schematic categorization the attribute of “global” is referred to emissions 

that impact on a scale well beyond the emission source, such as CO2 and in general 

Greenhouse Gases (GHG) for global warming, R11 for ozone depletion layer, or SO2 for 
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acidification. On the other hand, “local” is referred to pollution with relatively limited 

geographical impact such as CO, NOx, particulate matter, and so forth.  

From a GHG emissions perspective, analysis of the potential of co- and tri-generation options 

to reduce climate change impact is discussed in [124], including the role of emissions other 

than CO2 from fuel combustion. Generalising the discussions in [124] and providing a unified 

view on energy and environmental assessment criteria, a comprehensive analysis of various 

CHP and CCHP solutions to provide both energy saving and GHG emission reduction is 

discussed in [125][126], where the Cogeneration CO2 Emission Reduction (CO2ER) and the 

Trigeneration CO2 Emission Reduction (TCO2ER) indicators are introduced and exemplified 

with respect to conventional separate production means for electricity, heat, and cooling and 

with applications in different energy systems and countries. Specific applications to an 

integrated CHP-EHP “virtual cogeneration plants” based on these models is then reported in 

[88], where environmental comparison between fuel boilers, CHP, EHP, and a combination 

of them is also systematically carried out, while a relevant comprehensive energy and 

environmental comparison for different types of chillers is reported in [127]. The theoretical 

differences and analogies between GHG emission reduction indicators and energy saving 

indicators introduced in [125] (showing that under certain conditions the PES and the TPES 

indicators coincide with the CO2ER and the TCO2ER indicators, respectively) is then 

extended and discussed to a generic DMG and polygeneration system modelled as an input-

output multi-energy black-box in [117]. This is done through the introduction of the 

Polygeneration Primary Energy Saving (PPES) and the Polygeneration CO2 Emission 

Reduction (PCO2ER) indicators, which highlight the concurrent role played by system 

efficiencies and emission factors in both multi-generation plant and reference plant.  

Other global aspects different from global warming, such as Acidification Potential (potential 

of a generic substance to build and release H
+
 protons relative to SO2 as the reference 

substance) and Ozone Depletion Potential (potential of a generic substance to deplete the 

stratospheric ozone relative to R11), are discussed for CHP systems and with indicators 

formally similar to the GHG ones in [128], while generalization to polygeneration indicators 

has been proposed in [129]. 

Concerning local pollutants such as NOx, CO, and so forth, where the relevant environmental 

impact is limited to only a geographically confined portion of the territory around the 

emission source, cogeneration applications are discussed in [130][122] where two emission 

balance models are proposed as proxy for the real environmental impact. More specifically, 

in the “global” emission balance the corresponding emission reduction indicator has the same 

structure as the CO2ER in [125], while in the “local” emission balance only the local 

emissions from the reference energy system for heat generation (in the specific case fuel 

boilers) are considered (as power plants for electricity production are assumed to be “far 

enough” not to have any impact). While these emission balance models are extremely useful 

to represent boundary impacts and in particular for regulatory purposes based on emissions 

rather than pollutant concentration, the actual environmental impact lies somewhere in 

between and would need a pollutant dispersion analysis conducted with dedicated tools that 

allow drawing pollutant concentration maps, as for instance illustrated in [131][132].  

More general environmental impact analysis of MES includes a cradle-to-grave LCA that 

again can embed a wide range of criteria in terms of impact on humans and ecosystems. 

Relevant studies for optimal design of trigeneration considering both CO2 emissions and the 

“Eco-indicator 99” have been performed for instance in [133][134], while thermoeconomics is 

used in [135] to quantify the environmental burden through the whole life-cycle for a DMG 

system (further discussions are provided in Section 4.4.2). Another relevant use of LCA for 

DMG is reported in [136] to assess the impact of bio-mass fuelled co- and tri-generation 

systems, while [137] points out the benefits of LCA as opposed to other approaches to assess 
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the environmental of human activities on energy systems and territories in general. A LCA 

approach to biomass-based CCHP plants has also recently been proposed in [138], where it is 

highlighted how primary energy saving indicators such as the PES, envisaged by the current 

European regulation, might not be suitable to represent the actual wider environmental 

impact and benefits of such systems, differently from LCA indicators. 

It is worth pointing out that various other concepts (besides for example exergy theories and 

relevant extensions) can be found in the literature to address environmental issues such as 

resource consumption and relevant environmental impact (and economics). Amongst the 

others, there is for instance the “emergy” concept, intended as a measure of the work carried 

out (by nature and/or humans) to realize a final product or a service and often expressed in 

terms of equivalent solar energy. An example of application of such concept to multi-energy 

systems can for instance be found in [139]. However, there are still ongoing debates in the 

research community regarding the role of emergy and its relationship with energy-based and 

exergy-based approaches to “cost” final energy products (see also Section 4.4.2) and account 

for resource consumption/destruction (see for instance [140][141]), so that this is certainly a 

topic deserving further research. 

 

4.4. Economic assessment criteria  

 

4.4.1. General aspects 

Economic assessment is one of the most critical points in the analysis of every energy system 

and in particular of MES, and as in the case of the environmental impact only an attempt will 

be made here to address the complexity of the main approaches that have been undertaken. In 

general, economic assessment can refer to operational aspects (for instance, to devise optimal 

operational strategies for each component on the basis of the relevant energy prices) or to 

planning aspects (for instance, to identify the best technologies, sizes, and topologies of the 

system to minimize the overall cost or maximize profits). Relevant indicators are thus needed 

to typically quantify the performance of different operational strategies under different 

conditions (given a certain energy system) or to identify the best solution and rank various 

alternatives at the design stage. The assessment criteria can then be of a deterministic nature 

(when the relevant variables are assumed to be known with certainty or when for example 

average values from a given distribution are given) or of a probabilistic nature (when at least 

one of the variables is given through a stochastic model which can be for instance based on a 

continuous or discrete probability distribution function, and then the relevant outcomes may 

also be given with probabilistic description from which synthetic metrics such as mean values 

can be extracted).  

 

4.4.2. Deterministic models  

Energy-based operational assessment 

Classical deterministic models for assessing the economic performance of MES on the 

operational side are typically based on the analysis of costs and revenues arising from system 

operation. The time resolution considered in the study is normally associated to the level of 

detail the multi-energy load is known with and to the relevant market price resolution; this 

resolution can for instance be down to five minutes (as in some electricity balancing markets) 

or half-hourly/hourly (particularly depending on real time electricity pricing). Operational 

analysis intervals are typically in the order of a day, a week, or one to several months, 

depending on the purposes of the study (for instance, resource scheduling based on day-ahead 

market prices), the presence of short-term (intra-daily) or long-term (seasonal) storage, and 

the need for capturing specific seasonality effects. Simulations may then run up to a year, 

particularly if the operational analysis is to inform the planning one, as discussed further 
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below. An application example to hourly-fine daily optimization problems in trigeneration 

systems is for instance given in [71], where the assessment indicator (objective function to 

minimize) is the operational costs (fuel and electricity input costs net of profit from 

electricity sold back to the grid) subject to given multi-energy demand constraints. Similar 

studies on a trigeneration plant are performed in [142], where again the assessment criterion 

for minimization is the operational costs (net of profits from electricity sold), with the option 

of adding a cost to wasted heat too. That paper also gives further insights on the system 

operational assessment by explicitly calculating the marginal costs relevant to each 

operational constraint as the dual prices of the proposed linear program. Such dual prices 

indicate the value change in the objective function as a consequence of unitary change in one 

of the constraints and are given by the Lagrangian multipliers in the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 

first-order optimality conditions. A comprehensive model for optimizing MES costs-revenues 

balance and operational optimization also taking into account multi-energy network 

constraint is provided in [9], which represents the best approach available to model MES 

although with limitations related to the problem tractability, as mentioned above. Other 

relevant economic indicators for operational analysis and optimisation of MES are the 

“classical” spark-spread ratio (between the market price of electricity and the variable cost of 

electricity production based on the market price of fuel) [143][144][145] and its extensions 

proposed in [146] to take into account the contribution from heat recovery for direct supply 

of the heat load or for supply of cooling load through an absorption chiller. Such spark-spread 

models can effectively be used for profit-oriented operational decision making in a real-time 

market framework through heuristic approaches that do not require formulation and solution 

of a full optimization problem. As mentioned earlier, similar assessment criteria for market-

oriented operational analysis but based on “incremental heat rate” indicators (which discount 

the quota of fuel input used to produce electricity to take into account the simultaneous 

production of other energy vectors) are provided in [10] for cogeneration, in [119] for CHP-

EHP, and in [120] for generic trigeneration systems. Pros and cons of such indicators are also 

discussed in [3], as mentioned above. 

 

Energy-based planning assessment 

Deterministic assessment criteria for operational planning (where long-term planning aspects 

are supported by more or less detailed system operation analysis) in MES are borrowed from 

engineering economics and for planning purposes typically make use of the discounted cash 

flow theory and the Net Present Value (NPV) indicator. In this light, for an outlook on general 

economic assessment techniques on decentralised energy excellent readings are for instance 

[147][148]. In terms of cogeneration, Horlock [10] is a classical reference for comprehensive 

economic assessment techniques of CHP and DH, while a more recent survey on investment 

assessment techniques for CHP plants is reported in [149]. Amongst the various application 

papers recently appeared in the literature, the NPV is used as the indicator to maximise in the 

trigeneration planning study in [150], and it is also used in [151] for planning assessment of a 

CHP-DH system where daily profits (difference between revenues and costs) are maximised 

through optimal operational control strategies. Daily profit maximization for a CHP plant 

with hourly resolution and by exploiting the thermal storage available in the network is also 

carried out in [152], where again NPV and the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) are used for the 

evaluation. As an alternative assessment criterion for a trigeneration plant in a hospital 

complex, reference [153] proposes the Gross Operational Margin (to be maximised) as the 

difference between revenues and costs but also considering an annual tax rate within a multi-

year planning problem in which the operational optimisation is embedded. Particularly when 

referring to DMG systems for which the alternative base solution is separate production, the 

Pay-Back Time indicator (in case discounted to take into account the time value of money) 
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relative to the reference case can be used, above all for preliminary screening of solutions. In 

this respect, a comprehensive example with pay-back time applied to various DMG options 

and control strategies is provided in [154], which also includes a multi-parametric analysis to 

take into account the sensitivity of the results to energy prices. Finally, another approach to 

economic assessment of MES could be based on the comparison of the specific energy cost 

(in monetary units per kWh) of the different solutions considered in the study. A MES 

application example to integrated electricity-and-heat network planning is for instance 

reported in [55], where the assessment criteria is the equivalent distribution cost per kWh of 

overall delivered energy (electricity and heat) for different options.  

In general terms, from the analysis of various references on energy-based planning it appears 

that NPV-based approaches are the most suitable to assess MES with certain complexity. This 

is particularly true when some type of system evolution over the lifetime of the project is 

considered, so that cash flows and in case investment may change significantly throughout 

the years. Limitations of NPV methods in the presence of uncertain evolution are discussed in 

the next Section. The IRR is another suitable indicator stemming out of NPV analysis too, 

although it may present some limitations when dealing with more complex assessment 

techniques in the presence of uncertainties, as mentioned further below. On the other hand, 

while (discounted or not) pay-back time approaches could in case capture the system 

evolution dynamics, this is typically not done and “typical years” only are considered in the 

assessment, which might be not sufficient to have a clear picture of the project value unless 

just for option screening.  

 

Exergy-based operational and planning assessment 

Consideration of exergetic aspects into the economic analysis of MES for planning purposes 

has also been discussed in several publications through the thermoeconomic theory. Such an 

approach is capable to take into account at the same time the thermodynamic quality of the 

energy streams involved in the system and the associated costs, so it somehow takes into 

account environmental aspects (in the sense of optimal utilization of resources) too within the 

economic assessment. A recent systematic comparison of different technologies for 

community cogeneration based on energy, exergy and exergonomic approaches is illustrated 

in [155], where it is pointed out how natural gas or biomass integrated gasification gas 

turbines are the most efficient technologies in terms of exergy cost of electricity and heat. 

Relevant applications to trigeneration systems can be found in [156][142][157], where the 

exergy streams are used for cost assessment and system cost internal allocation so as to 

optimize the design of each component and the system as a whole while accounting for the 

cost of each individual piece of equipment. Thermoeconomic assessment has also been 

discussed for operational planning applications [158], where load variability and 

corresponding efficiency changes and operational decisions are taken into account in the 

evaluation. However, in general while thermoeconomics is widely used in “thermal 

engineering” research, its application to “real world” engineering and power systems is much 

more limited and the classical “energy-based” NPV and IRR techniques are used, probably 

due to their simplicity. Also, the role of thermoeconomics in future energy systems 

dominated by RES needs to be clarified, which certainly paves the way to new research on 

the topic. 

 

Environmental cost internalization 

Other techniques have been proposed to take into account environmental aspects in the 

economic studies by more explicit environmental costs internalization. A relevant approach 

and application to MES is for instance based on environomics and reported in [159][160], in 

which a multi-energy district energy system with a mix of centralised and decentralised CHP 
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and EHP is assessed by augmenting the costs-revenues balance associated to the 

thermoeconomic energy/exergy streams with pollution costs through a specific damage cost 

for each (global and local) pollutant and a user-defined penalty factor. Carbon taxes and in 

general pollution taxes can also be applied to internalise environmental effects in economic 

studies, as for instance in [161] where a case study for CHP-based Microgrid is discussed. 

However, again, as for thermoeconomics, although environomic models are well known in 

research, their real world application is much more limited.  

 

4.4.3. Probabilistic models  

While deterministic techniques are widespread in the operational and planning economic 

assessment of MES, in recent years also probabilistic or stochastic assessment models are 

emerging. This is mainly in response to increasing degrees of uncertainty introduced for 

instance by market operation and larger volumes of intermittent RES in many countries, so 

that the investment problem, in particular, becomes more challenging. Amongst other 

approaches, risk analysis techniques can be used to deal with uncertainties for MES 

investment assessment in a probabilistic framework. For cogeneration systems, for instance, 

reference [162] adopts a risk analysis approach to the plant investment appraisal, by 

generating a probabilistic IRR (used as the economic assessment criterion) based on Monte 

Carlo simulations and starting from normally distributed price inputs. A more general and 

comprehensive model is proposed in [163][164], where multiple uncertainties (for profiles 

and evolutions of both demands and energy prices) over different temporal scales are 

accounted for. The CHP optimal investment problem is in that case solved through Monte 

Carlo simulations for short-term (daily) and medium-term (annual) uncertainties and decision 

theory techniques for long-term (plant lifetime) uncertainties and by making use of different 

investment criteria for which suitability to probabilistic assessment is also discussed. 

Amongst the other, it is highlighted how the NPV criterion (or equivalently the net present 

cost) is most suitable for system assessment under uncertainties and for decision theory 

applications, while there are limitations to apply the IRR in a decision theory framework.  

The models described above solve the problem of DMG investment under uncertainty by 

assuming that investment is carried out at the beginning of the analysis window, with no 

room for instance to postpone the investment. On the other hand, in the presence of 

uncertainty there may be value in waiting, as discussed in [165] which is considered one of 

the reference works for the development of real option theory and where discounted cash 

flows and NPV approaches are criticised because they cannot capture investment flexibility. 

More specifically, real options, whereby financial option models are applied to engineering 

(“real”) problems and capture the value from exercising the option – that is, investing in the 

plant – at a later stage, have indeed also been applied to DMG planning under uncertainty, 

and again particularly for CHP systems. An example is reported in [166], where the optimal 

investment decision and timing for a CHP plant as opposed to a classical separate production 

solution is made in the presence of uncertain energy and CO2 emission prices (modelled as 

stochastic processes); this is carried out by adopting a classical dynamic stochastic model to 

calculate the option value (in a form which is equivalent to deterministic NPV but which 

extends it to take into account planning flexibility). That paper also highlights the difficulties 

in treating analytically multiple stochastic processes with the proposed approach. A similar 

CHP investment problem is in [167], where the comparison is made with respect to a 

conventional condensing plant and where the issue of multiple stochastic processes is dealt 

with by generating a stochastic “spread” between input costs and output revenues; an 

aggregated annual spread expressed in €/kW is used as the assessment criterion. Classical 

stochastic dynamic programming is also used in [168] for a CHP based Microgrid, focusing 

on the real option valuation of incremental investments depending in particular on the gas 
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price volatility. A more complex MES problem is discussed in [169], where a Monte Carlo 

simulation based approach with expected NPV as the assessment criterion is adopted to 

evaluate the investment options in a plant with CHP, thermal storage and demand response, 

although the option to postpone investment is not dealt with. As a general comment, the 

Monte Carlo approach can be seen as an alternative view to the classical financial 

mathematics approaches to real options problems, and seems particularly suitable with 

respect to the issue (to be solved as yet) of the adequacy of using specific stochastic processes 

to model uncertain variables such as demand and in general different from energy prices. 

Another relevant approach for probabilistic planning with expected NPV but based on multi-

stage stochastic programming and weighted probabilistic scenarios is adopted in [170] to 

model the investment in a MES for efficient process integration. A multi-stage stochastic 

programming method is also proposed in [171] to plan the optimal CO2 emission trading 

strategies for a multi-fuel CHP plant by using the profit-to-turnover ratio as criterion while 

taking into account the producer’s risk attitude and the emission estimate confidence interval 

to help reduce the transaction costs in emissions trading. A two-stage stochastic programming 

model for MES is discussed in [172] too, where the optimal system design is carried out 

through genetic algorithms (first stage) and then Monte Carlo simulations to deal with 

uncertainties (second stage). As for the case of Monte Carlo approaches in real options 

models, multi-stage stochastic programming techniques based on scenarios appear to be more 

suitable to assess MES planning flexibility than numerical approaches borrowed from 

financial mathematics owing to the possibility of using generic stochastic processes and 

scenarios. 

Again borrowed from the financial world, also mean-variance portfolio analysis has been put 

forward for MES investment under uncertainty, particularly to be able to model the trade-off 

between expected return and risk of a given option. For example, in [173] such theory is used 

to assess which CHP technologies should be installed to meet given policy target considering 

independently both the NPV and the expected annual portfolio return as the assessment 

criteria. A comprehensive study of integrated multi-energy infrastructure including 

generation, transmission and storage of different energy carriers through a mean-variance 

portfolio approach is finally performed in [59], including a case study with interaction of both 

conventional and renewable electricity plants, heat, and hydrogen; mean return and variance 

(as the risk indicator) are in that case used as criteria to build the portfolio efficient frontier. 

 

4.4.4. General comments on economic assessment techniques 

From the literature analysis on deterministic models it emerges how thermoeconomics is 

most suitable for MES plant design and could be used for operational optimization as well, 

although energy-based economic models and classical discounted cash flow techniques (NPV 

assessment, in particular) are much more used for investment appraisal due to their 

simplicity. Another point in favour of the latter is that eventually market transactions refer to 

energy and not exergy, hence it is easier to deal with energy-related approaches. 

Environomics brings the further component of environmental assessment, which in principle 

could be incorporated into both exergy- and energy-based economic analyses (in the latter 

case this basically corresponds to emission trading schemes, carbon taxes, and so forth). 

While internalization of environmental costs needs to be boosted by regulation and markets, 

certainly its perspective (possibly in the form of environomic studies) is needed from an 

energy policy standpoint in order to push for the best solutions from a multi-criteria 

perspective. However, there is clearly a challenge in moving from energy-based to other 

economic indicators, which may be related to clarifying the role of advanced economic 

techniques in MES engineering applications and particularly in the presence of increasing 

volumes of RES. 
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On the other hand, regarding probabilistic assessment techniques, while plenty of work is 

already available in the literature, it appears that a systematic understanding and comparison 

of different techniques still needs to be carried out, particularly when dealing with the 

applications of originally financial models (real options and portfolio analysis) to MES. On 

the other hand, such understanding will be more and more critical to address the economic 

feasibility of future “smart” MES systems where the presence of uncertainties is likely to 

become more dominant. Amongst others, the author is currently working on exploring these 

aspects. 
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5. Concluding remarks  

 

In this paper, a general introduction to and critical discussion of the main characteristics, 

modelling methodologies and tools, and assessment approaches and criteria for MES has 

been provided, backed by relevant literature review of major publications appeared in recent 

years. The main driver for this work was that, although it is now well recognized that MES 

can perform better than “classical” separate energy systems from energy, environmental, and 

techno-economic perspectives, most works focus on specific points, and there is lack of a 

comprehensive view on MES. Hence, this paper has aimed at bridging the gaps among the 

different individual viewpoints and providing a holistic overview of MES (and DMG in 

particular as the most studied case). More specifically, various outlooks of MES have been 

explored, ranging from the geographical breadth of analysis to the end-services and sectors 

involved, the variety of energy networks that could be adopted, and so forth. Relevant 

methodological approaches that have recently been proposed for MES analysis have also 

been discussed, including innovative aggregation concepts such as Energy Hubs, Microgrids, 

and Virtual Power Plants, and a number of analysis tools that are available have also been 

briefly presented. Finally, a large section of the paper has been devoted to introducing and 

critically analysing evaluation methodologies and performance metrics that have been 

proposed to capture costs and benefits (from an energy, environmental, and techno-economic 

perspective) for different types of MES, also highlighting, when relevant, the need for future 

research or for bringing research into real world applications. 

Future work to complement this overview aims to systematically discuss the vast literature on 

different optimization techniques that have been put forward for MES operation and 

planning, including the use of multi-criteria and multi-objective optimization approaches that 

bring together the performance metrics that have been presented here. 
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